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The Renewable Energy Target Review 

Since its introduction, the Renewable Energy Target (RET) has prevented the release of millions of 
tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, has unlocked many billions of dollars of private 
investment, and has created many thousands of jobs in the Australian economyi. It has achieved this 
investment with zero impact on the budgetii while contributing less than 5 per cent to the average 
electricity billiii. If left intact it will act to lower retail electricity prices over time. The RET review 
committee’s own modelling bears this outiv. 
 
The current government position on renewable energy in general and the RET in particular exhibits a 
bewildering denial of science. June 2013 was the 346th consecutive month where global land and 
ocean average surface temperatures exceeded the 20th century monthly average, with February 
1985 the last time mean temperature fell below this valuev. It is 99.999% certain that the 304 
consecutive months of anomalously warm temperatures to June 2010 are directly attributable to 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissionsvi. It sends a very concerning signal to overseas investors 
when the political drive to abolish the RET runs against the scientific evidence on which the 
(formerly bi-partisan) policy was based. It also runs against overwhelming public opinion. 
 
Of the some 24,000 submissions made to the RET review only 56 in total called for a reduction to, or 
the abolition of, the RET. A recent Newspollvii survey found that 88 per cent of all Australians were in 
favour of governments funding the development of renewable energy, and almost one-third of 
people were happy to pay more for their electricity to support it. Recent polling undertaken by 
Crosby Textor (a firm founded by ex-Liberal Party Federal Director Lynton Crosby, and ex-senior 
Liberal campaign strategist Mark Textor) found similar support. It revealed that 80% of the broader 
public and 70% of Liberal voters wish to retain the RETviii. 
 
DP Energy currently has wind and solar projects under development with a capital value exceeding 
$1.5B. All of these projects are in regional areas and will add value and create jobs and economic 
growth in areas where these things are much needed. In the absence of the RET, financing these 
projects will become increasingly difficult. Australia is in real danger of representing an unacceptable 
sovereign risk to investors who seek a stable, mature policy environment on which to base long-term 
investment decisions. 
 
We call on the government to reject the findings of the RET Review Committee. We further call on 
the government to make a firm commitment to reach bipartisan agreement on the retention of the 
RET, the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) and the Clean Energy Finance Corporation 
(CEFC) in their current form, not simply in the interests of jobs and investment, but in the interest of 
future generations who will bear the burden of anthropogenic climate change. 

About DP Energy 

DP Energy Australia Pty Ltd is a private Australian company based in Queensland formed with the 
specific purpose of developing renewable energy projects (primarily wind, solar and marine) within 
Australia.  It is part of the DP Energy group of companies which also develops sustainable energy 
projects across UK, Canada, Ireland and elsewhere and has done so through various guises for some 
twenty years.  
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i SKM The Benefits of the Renewable Energy Target to Australia’s Energy Market and Economy: 
http://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dms/cec/reports/2012/Benefit-of-the-Renewable-Energy-Target-to-Australias-Energy-Markets-
and-Economy-
pdf/Benefit%20of%20the%20Renewable%20Energy%20Target%20to%20Australia_s%20Energy%20Markets%20and%20Economy.pdf  
ii Who Really Benefits From Reducing The Renewable Energy Target (Identifying the companies who will gain the most 
and how the public will pay): 
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/TCI_WWF_ACF_Policybrief_WhoReallyBenefits_180814.pdf 
iii 2014 RET Review Preliminary Modelling Results: 
(https://retreview.dpmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/papers/preliminary_modelling_results_workshop.pdf). 
iv Ibid 
v Kokic P et al, A probabilistic analysis of human influence on recent record global mean temperature changes, Climate Risk Management 3 
(2014) 1–12 
vi
 Ibid 

vii http://media.theaustralian.com.au/multimedia/2014/08/renewable/ 
viii http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/latest/support-for-ret-climbs-past-80/story-e6frg90f-1227044744672 


